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oda±Ãapmoca onu adac The children are unaware, though, that the tour is also a competition to test their moral character. As the tour proceeds, four of the children are eliminated, leaving Charlie Bucket the winner. At this point, Wonka reveals that the real prize is the factory itself, as he needs someone to take it over and look after the OompaLoompas who work there once he retires. Wonka is introduced as a "little man" with a goatee, wearing a purple coat, green trousers and a top hat. He is high-spirited and moves quickly like a squirrel, though he later tells Charlie that he is "much older than you think." Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator Main article: Charlie and the Great Glass
Elevator Wonka goes aboard the Great Glass Elevator with Charlie and his family and links up with the Space Hotel USA. The Space Hotel tracks the Elevator down back to Wonka's factory. Wonka then goes with Charlie and his family to the White House in the United States. Film adaptations Willy Wonka & the Chocolate Factory (1971) Main article:
Willy Wonka & the Chocolate Factory Willy Wonka (portrayed by Gene Wilder) has hidden five Golden Tickets amongst his famous Wonka Bars. The finders of these special tickets will be given a full tour of his tightly guarded candy factory, as well as a lifetime supply of chocolate. During the tour, Wonka tempts each of the bad children to disobey his
orders with something related to their individual character flaws. One by one, each child disappears from the tour, until eventually Charlie Bucket is the only remaining child. However, Charlie and Grandpa Joe have also succumbed to temptation by this time and sampled Fizzy Lifting Drinks, Mr. Wonka's experimental line of beverages that gives the
drinker the power to float temporarily. The drinks, still too strong, brought Charlie and Grandpa Joe close to death. Wonka informs Charlie that the tour is over, abruptly dismisses him and Grandpa Joe, and disappears into his Not to mention the promised grand prize for a chocolate offer for life. Both go to Wonka's office to face him. Abuelo Joe asks
about the prize, but Wonka tells him that Charlie will not receive him because he broke the rules, referring to the confiscation client of the contract that the holders of the tickets signed at the beginning of the tour. Charlie baby of Fizzy's elevation drinks was equivalent to theft, so he violated the contract and gets nothing. Wonka then dismisses them
with a furious, "good days, let's!" Grandfather Joe hate him deeply for destroying his grandson's hopes, but Wonka does not move and dismisses him again. Abuelo Joe promises to take revenge on Wonka selling the Gobstopper Everlasting to Slugworth (Wonka's main rival), but in the honest recognition of his bad behavior, Charlie decides to return
the Gobstopper to the Wonka desktop before leaving again. Seeing how Charlie did not resort to revenge, Wonka sees an honest character on him and decides to let the incident of the Fizzy elevation drink. He tells Charlie that he passed his proof and reincorporates his prize. Wonka then reveals that Slugworth, who had been spying on the children,
was actually his own employee disguised as him. The Trão enters the great crystal elevator, which is high to heaven as Wonka reveals that the Grand Prix is really all the fabric and business, which Charlie will get when Wonka retires, and meanwhile Charlie and his whole family They will move to the fanbrica. Wonka recalls Charlie does not forget
what he happened to the man who got everything he always wanted: "He lived happily afterwards." Charlie and Chocolate Fair ± o of a famous chocolate fan. Due to problems related to ,sodaelpme ,sodaelpme sus sodot a odidepsed ah ,lairtsudni ejanoipse They from Charlie Grandpa joe, and closed his factory for many years. wonka announces a
contest in which five gold tickets have been hidden under the wrappings of wonka bars around the world. the seekers will receive a tour of the factory and a supply of chocolate for life; in addition, a winner will receive a special award at the end of the tour. Charlie is the last to find a gold ticket. the day of the tour, wonka greets the winners and the
adults who accompany them at the doors of the factory and carry them through the complex. one by one, all children, except charlie, succumb to the temptations offered by wonka and are removed from the tour. wonka offers charlie the opportunity to live and work with him at the factory, explaining that the purpose of the contest was to find a
successor to assume as owner once he retires. However, wonka hopes that charlie will leave her family behind forever, seeing the family as an obstacle to the creative freedom of a chocolatemaker. the position of wonka comes from a complicated relationship with his father, wilbur, a prominent dentist, in which wilbur banned him from eating sweets
and made him hear a large and cumbersome set of uncomfortable devices to keep so teeth in good condition. wonka secretly showed some sweets one day and was instantly captivated, fleeing from home to pursue a career to do so.When he returned home, he discovered that wilbur had moved the whole house to an unknown place, faithful to his word
that if he would escape, wilbur would not be there when he returned, though literally. charlie, who is not prepared to separate from his family, rejects the offer, which leads wonka to fall into a deep depression that bites his creativity and makes his business suffer. with the help of charlie, wonka locates wilbur. while wilbur verifies wonka teethwhich
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ylevisulcxe sucof ot ,know deltit leuqerp a )Mlif( aknow :elcitra niam )3 'Aknow Fo Of the 1971 film, and so wonka (with the voice of jp karliak) is portrayed to a great extent as in that adaptation. During the tour, wonka suspects that one of the guests has hired a cat in the factory after seeing pieces of skin left by tom, who along with jerry had
previously been adopted by charlie and hung at the factory in an attempt to stop what they think is slugworth plotting to steal it from wonka. wonka finally notices the presence of tom and jerry, and accuses charlie of smuggle them in the factory (together with his theft of the efervescent uplifting drinks) to jotify deny him the supply of chocolate of
life, although this also turns out to be part of the same test that charlie was made. Furthermore, this version confirms that wonka and slugworth had the intention from the beginning to make charlie own concept and creation 2005 cinematographic adaptation a person who is costing as willy wonka, as shown in the 2005 film at the beginning of the
2005 film production, nicolas cage was under discussion for portraying willy wonka, but lost interest. [7] the president of warner bros. alan f. horn, wanted to have shadyac direct to jim carrey as willy wonka, believing that the duo could make charlie and the chocolate factory relevant to the conventional audience, but the widow of roald dahl, liccy
dahl, opposed this. [8] after tim burton was hired as director in May 2003, burton immediately thought of johnny depp for the role of willy wonka, who joined the following August for his fourth collaboration with the director. [9] burton and screenwriter john augot worked together in the creation of wilbur wonka, the dominant dentist of willy. "you
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htcaer htcaer htcaer[" Nosred .M Yerffej Citirc ]61[".Renwo ydnac errazib Those unbearable occasions in which your parents tried to be modern." [23] roger ebert wrote" depp, an actor of considerable gifts, has never been afraid to risk, but this time the mistake is taken. his willy wonka is an enigma in a mostly delicious film of tim burton." [24] the
positive reactions to depp performance include gleiberman de entertainment weekly, who wrote that " johnny depp as willy wonka can be a stone fan, but he is also one of the classic burton spellers, such as beetlejuice or ed wood." [25] mick lasalle of the chronicle of san francisco discovered that "all laughter [in the movie] come from depp, which
gives to willy the gestures of a classic diva of hollywood." [26] peter travers wrote in the rolling stone magazine that" deppp's deliciously the version of willy wonka demands that it be seen. depp is deeper to find the bruises in [28] merchandising wonka served as a mascot of willy wonka candy company, a brand of real life confectionery marketed by
nestlé candy shop. Real life versions of the everlasting gobstopper and the bar wonka bar were produced, along with a line of other sweets that were not directly related to the book or the movie. the company had originated as a link to the 1971 film, originally by quaker oats before a series of sales led to the company acquired by nestlé in 1988. [29]
the wonka brand was discontinuated in 2015; so products continue to be produced under the brand nestlé.Check out also the list of charlie and the references of the characters of chocolate factory ^ "charliethe Chocolate Factory." Britannica. Consultation 30 Septé Mber 2021. The five children are received outside the factory by the eccentric
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